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Abstract
We propose a dual dynamic integer programming (DDIP) framework for solving multi-scale
mixed-integer model predictive control (MPC) problems. Such problems arise in applications
that involve long horizons and/or fine temporal discretizations as well as mixed-integer states
and controls (e.g., scheduling logic and discrete actuators). The approach uses a nested cutting-
plane scheme that performs forward and backward sweeps along the time horizon to adaptively
approximate cost-to-go functions. The DDIP scheme proposed can handle general MPC for-
mulations with mixed-integer controls and states and can perform forward-backward sweeps
over block time partitions. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme by solv-
ing mixed-integer MPC problems that arise in the scheduling of central heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning (HVAC) plants. We show that the proposed scheme is scalable and dramatically
outperforms state-of-the-art mixed-integer solvers.
Keywords: dual dynamic programming, multi-scale, mixed-integer, model predictive control
1 Introduction
Model predictive control (MPC) is a flexible optimization-based control technology that can han-
dle complex decision-making settings through the use of different types of objectives, variables, and
constraints. Of particular recent interest are MPC formulations that can capture mixed-integer logic
that involves discrete actuators and states (e.g., on/off switches and scheduling logic) and contin-
uous actuators and states (e.g., inventory and production levels) [1–4]. This interest has also been
sparked by recent results that show that stability and robustness properties of MPC are applicable
to settings that involve discrete decisions [5, 5–8]. Unfortunately, mixed-integer MPC formulations
are difficult to handle computationally, as they involve combinatorial decision spaces that grow with
the time horizon and resolution. This hinders practical industrial applications, as settings of interest
often involve decisions that span multiple timescales (e.g., scheduling, economic optimization, and
control).
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An important application of mixed-integer MPC is that of scheduling and control of energy sys-
tems; for instance, the operation of central heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) plants
for campuses or urban districts involve continuous and discrete decisions that need to be made
hourly and over horizons that span weeks [9, 10]. Specifically, long horizons and fine time resolu-
tions are required to capture peak demand charges and short-term fluctuations of energy loads and
prices [11–13]. Large-scale mixed-integer MPC problems are also commonly encountered in inte-
grated production scheduling and control for manufacturing systems [14–17]. Chemical production
scheduling is another common application that involves mixed-integer optimization formulations
and it is well-known than such formulations can be posed in state-space form [18–22].
Advances in algorithms and solvers for mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) have enabled
the solution of sophisticated mixed-integer MPC formulations but a wide range of applications are
still inaccessible to off-the-shelf tools. Complexity is often handled via hierarchical decomposition;
for instance, high-level (infrequent) scheduling decisions are often decoupled from low-level (fre-
quent) economic optimization and control decisions. Complexity can also be handle by decompos-
ing the problem over the time domain. This temporal decomposition approach has been used in
production scheduling problems [23–25], unit commitment in power systems [26], and hydrothermal
scheduling [27]. Existing decomposition paradigms are primarily based on Benders or Lagrangian
schemes. An issue with Benders decomposition is that it cannot directly incorporate discrete vari-
ables in subproblems; as a result, this approach has been primarily used for hierarchical decompo-
sition (by capturing all discrete logic in the master problem). Lagrangian decomposition is a more
flexible approach that can handle mixed continuous and discrete variables but this approach often
exhibits slow convergence.
In pioneering work, Pereira and co-workers [28, 29] proposed a scalable temporal decomposition
scheme to tackle multi-stage stochastic programming problems with purely continuous variables.
This approach is now called stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) and uses nested Benders
decomposition scheme that solves a sequence of small subproblems (defined over a single stage or
timestep) in forward and backward sweeps along the time horizon. These sweeps update state in-
formation (in forward mode) and collect dual information (in backward mode) and this information
is used to construct cutting planes that approximate the so-called cost-to-go function (also known as
the recourse function in stochastic programming). A key benefit of SDDP is that it scales to problems
with many stages (long horizons and/or fine time resolutions); for instance, we have recently used
this approach to tackle multi-stage stochastic programming problems arising in battery management
with over 168 stages (such problems are intractable with any other known technique) [30]. Recent
work has shown that SDDP can also be used to tackle multi-stage stochastic programs with binary
state variables [31, 32]. This scheme has been called stochastic dual dynamic integer programming
(SDDIP). The authors in [33, 34] have used SDDIP to tackle electrical power infrastructure planning
problems that involve both continuous and integer variables. Unfortunately, existing SDDIP schemes
cannot be directly applied to mixed-integer MPC formulations of interest because the system is not
represented in standard state-space form.
In this work, we present a dual dynamic integer programming (DDIP) algorithm for solving
mixed-integer MPC formulations. The scheme is derived for a general state-space representations
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that involve both continuous and discrete control and state variables. The ability to handle general
state-space representations enables the use of the algorithm in diverse applications such as MPC
with discrete actuators and hybrid logic, real-time scheduling, integrated scheduling, and control.
The proposed approach can also perform forward-backward sweeps over block time partitions and
this enables more effective use of efficient off-the-shelf solvers (compared to a standard scheme that
operates over individual timesteps). The block representation can also be used to more naturally
capture problems with multiple timescales (a block represents a subscale) and reveals connections
between forward-backward sweeps and receding-horizon schemes. Specifically, a receding horizon
scheme is a forward sweep that ignores the cost-to-go function (value of future information). The
proposed scheme also reveals important connections between dual (adjoint) variables, cost-to-go
functions, and value of future information. We demonstrate the performance of the DDIP scheme
through computational experiments for a mixed-integer MPC problem for a central HVAC plant for
a typical university campus. We show that the DDIP scheme is scalable and can dramatically reduce
computational times of state-of-the-art MILP solvers.
2 Mixed-Integer MPC Formulation
We consider a mixed-integer MPC problem of the following form:
min
xN ,uN
N−1∑
t=0
ft(xt, ut) (2.1a)
s.t. xt+1 = Atxt +Btut, t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (2.1b)
x0 = x¯ (2.1c)
ut ∈ Ut, ut ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 , t = 0, . . . , N − 1 (2.1d)
xt ∈ Xt, xt ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 , t = 0, . . . , N. (2.1e)
Here, the controls and states at time t are denoted as ut and xt, respectively. The function ft(xt, ut)
is the stage cost at time t. The control trajectory over the entire time domain is denoted as uN and
the state trajectory is denoted as xN . The initial state is given by x0 = x¯. We note that the states xt
and controls ut are mixed-integer; specifically, these have nu1 and nx1 integer components and nu2
and nx2 continuous components, respectively. In other words, we have that xt ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 and
ut ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (with nx = nx1 + nx2 , nu = nu1 + nu2). The states and controls are also bounded
by time-varying polyhedral sets Xt and Ut, respectively. The system dynamics are expressed in state-
space form by using the time-varying matrices At ∈ Rnx×nx , Bt ∈ Rnx×nu . In this work, we assume
that the stage costs ft(xt, ut) are linear functions of the controls and the states. The above formulation
can easily be modified to capture disturbances (these are not expressed explicitly in order to simplify
the presentation).
2.1 Dynamic Programming Representation
We now reformulate the mixed-integer MPC problem (2.1) using an equivalent dynamic program-
ming representation [35]. In this representation, the objective function is expressed as the sum of the
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current stage cost and a cost-to-go function that embeds the cost of future stages. The MPC problem
in dynamic programming format is written as:
Q0(x0) = min
x1,u0
f0(x0, u0) +Q1(x1) (2.2a)
s.t. x1 = A0x0 +B0u0 (2.2b)
u0 ∈ U0, u0 ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.2c)
x1 ∈ X1, x1 ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 . (2.2d)
where the state x0 is given as the initial state x¯, and the cost-to-go Q1(x1) is given by:
Q1(x1) = min
x2,u1
f1(x1, u1) +Q2(x2) (2.3a)
s.t. x2 = A1x1 +B1u1 (2.3b)
u1 ∈ U1, u1 ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.3c)
x2 ∈ X2, x2 ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 . (2.3d)
Following the recursion, the cost-to-go for stage t is given by:
Qt(xt) = min
xt+1,ut
ft(xt, ut) +Qt+1(xt+1) (2.4a)
s.t. xt+1 = Atxt +Btut (2.4b)
ut ∈ Ut, ut ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.4c)
xt+1 ∈ Xt+1, xt+1 ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 . (2.4d)
The cost-to-go at the final stage N − 1 is:
QN−1(xN−1) = min
xN ,uN−1
fN−1(xN−1, uN−1) (2.5a)
s.t. xN = AN−1xN−1 +BN−1uN−1 (2.5b)
uN−1 ∈ UN−1, uN−1 ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.5c)
xN ∈ XN , xN ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 . (2.5d)
The dynamic programming representation of the MPC problem reveals that future information
is embedded in the cost-to-go function but such function does not have a closed form. Our goal
will be to derive schemes that approximate the cost-to-go functions. To enable this, we introduce an
auxiliary variable zt ∈ Rnx (as a copy of xt) in Problem (2.4). We note that the auxiliary variable zt is
a continuous variable but satisfies all the constraints of the mixed-integer state xt at the solution.
Qt(xt) = min
xt+1,ut,zt
ft(xt, ut) +Qt+1(xt+1) (2.6a)
s.t. xt+1 = Atzt +Btut (2.6b)
zt = xt (µt) (2.6c)
ut ∈ Ut, ut ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.6d)
xt+1 ∈ Xt+1, xt+1 ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 (2.6e)
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zt ∈ Rnx . (2.6f)
The introduction of the auxiliary variable zt induces a lifting procedure that more clearly reveals the
coupling structure of the MPC problem. Specifically, note that zt is the only variable that couples the
cost-to-functions between stages (via the linking constraint (2.6c)). As such, if the linking constraint
is removed, the initial state of the stage suproblem becomes a free variable (thus decoupling the
problem). The dual variable (adjoint) for the linking constraint (2.6c) in the corresponding linear
programming (LP) relaxation of Problem (2.6) is denoted as µt. This dual variable represents the
value of information of the state xt and will be key in designing the proposed dual dynamic integer
programming (DDIP) scheme.
2.2 Dual Dynamic Integer Programming
We use the dynamic programming representation (2.6) to design the DDIP scheme. The proposed
scheme adapts the SDDIP framework presented in [31, 32] to handle deterministic MPC problems
in general state-space form. In the proposed scheme, the cost-to-go functions are approximated by
using a collection of cutting planes (hyperplanes) accumulated in each iteration. However, cutting
planes can only be constructed if the cost-to-go functions are continuous and convex. As such, we
obtain the cutting planes from linear programming (LP) relaxations of the stage subproblems.
Each iteration k = 0, 1, . . . of the DDIP algorithm comprises a forward sweep and a backward
sweep along the time horizon. The forward sweep in iteration k marches sequentially in time to com-
pute a control trajectory (uk0, u
k
1, . . . , u
k
N−1) and state trajectory (x
k
1, x
k
2, . . . , x
k
N ) by solving the stage
subproblems by using given approximate cost-to-go functions φkt (·) (instead of the actual functions
Qt(·)). The approximate cost-to-go φkt (·) is given by Problem (2.7). In the backward sweep of iteration
k, a set of Benders cuts (one for each stage t = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 0) is generated by solving the LP
relaxation of Problem (2.7) using given values for the states obtained in the forward sweep. The so-
lution to the LP relaxation of the Problem (2.7) gives updated values for the cost-to-go φˆtk and for the
dual variable µkt for the linking constraint, which are used to construct Benders cuts that approximate
the cost-to-go functions.
φkt (x
k
t ) = min
xt+1,ut,zt,θt+1
ft(x
k
t , ut) + θt+1 (2.7a)
s.t. xt+1 = Atzt +Btut (2.7b)
zt = x
k
t (µ
k
t ) (2.7c)
θt+1 ≥ φlt+1 + (µlt+1)T (xt+1 − xlt+1), l = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. (2.7d)
ut ∈ Ut, ut ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 (2.7e)
xt+1 ∈ Xt+1, xt+1 ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 (2.7f)
zt ∈ Rnx . (2.7g)
The constraints (2.7d) are the collection of Benders cuts for stage t that have been accumulated
over all previous iterations. In each iteration k and for each stage t, the variable θt+1 is used to approx-
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imate the cost-to-go for the next stage. We can justify the choice of the cut coefficients in (2.7d) by us-
ing LP duality properties. Specifically, for the LP relaxation of Problem (2.7), if the dual solution corre-
sponding to the linking constraint (2.7c) is µkt , the corresponding cost-to-go can also be represented in
dual form as φˆkt (xkt ) = (µkt )
T
xkt +v
k
t , where vkt denotes the cost component in dual form corresponding
to the constraints defining the polyhedral sets Ut and Xt. We can see that if µkt and vkt are substituted
using information from the previous iteration by µk−1t and φˆ
k−1
t − (µk−1t )
T
xk−1t , respectively, we ob-
tain the Benders cut for stage t− 1 for the current iteration k: θt ≥ (µk−1t )
T
(xkt −xk−1t ) + φˆk−1t . In each
iteration k, the objective φˆkt (xkt ) and the dual solution µkt obtained at stage t in the backward sweep
are used to define the Benders cut for the problem at stage t − 1 for the next iteration k + 1, which
provides a lower bound for the cost-to-go φkt (xkt ) that appears in the objective at stage t− 1.
In a forward sweep, the stage subproblem minimizes the current stage cost (ft(xt, ut)) and the
cost-to-go (approximated by the cutting planes). The state variable xt at time t encodes information
of the history of the control actions implemented in the previous stages, while the cost variable θt+1
encodes information of the future stages. We note that, in iteration k, solving Problem (2.7) in the for-
ward sweep gives a set of trajectories for the controls and states {ukt , xkt+1}, t = 0, . . . , N − 1, starting
with the given initial state x0 = x¯. These control and state policies typically satisfy the constraints of
Problem (2.1); in other words, they constitute a feasible (but suboptimal) solution. Consequently, the
cost obtained from the forward sweep
∑N−1
t=0 ft(x
k
t , u
k
t ) is guaranteed to be an upper bound for the
MPC objective. We can interpret the first forward sweep of the DDIP scheme as a receding-horizon
MPC scheme that computes an approximate policy of the long-horizon problem by ignoring future
information. In subsequent iterations, the forward sweep is interpreted as a receding horizon scheme
that is guided by the approximate cost-to-go functions. In some cases, the forward sweep might lead
to infeasibility (e.g., neglecting future information might put the system at a state that cannot satisfy
future constraints). Consequently, the use of approximate cost-to-go functions can be critical in en-
suring feasibility. In the proposed framework, infeasibilities are handled by adding slack variables
and penalty terms in the cost function. It is also possible to handle infeasibility in DDIP by adding
feasibility cuts but this approach is more complicated and difficult to implement.
In a backward sweep, cutting planes are collected and added to the approximate problems φkt (·)
of each stage which incrementally brings the objective function closer to the optimal. The duals µt
of the LP relaxation problem are time-dependent adjoint variables that propagate information of the
future backward in time. We note that the objective value φˆk0(x
k
0) provides a lower bound for the
MPC objective Q0(x0) because φˆk0(x
k
0) is obtained from the solution to the LP relaxation of Problem
(2.7) and also contains lower approximations of cost-to-go functions at all stages. The algorithm is
stopped when the upper and lower bounds are within a pre-defined tolerance .
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The DDIP scheme can be summarized as:
1. START with x00 = x¯, φˆ
0
t+1 = 0, µ
0
t+1 = 0 for t = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and set iteration counter k ← 0.
Forward Pass:
2. Compute φk0(x
k
0), and get x
k
1 , u
k
0 .
3. For t = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, solve φkt (xkt ) and get the policy xkt+1, ukt .
4. Set the current upper bound,
ub =
N−1∑
t=0
ft(x
k
t , u
k
t ).
Backward Pass:
5. For t = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 1, solve LP relaxation of the updated Problem (2.7), and obtain φˆkt (xkt ) and
associated dual µkt .
6. For t = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 1, compute the corresponding Benders cuts: θt ≥ φˆkt + (µkt )T (xt − xkt ); add
the computed cuts to the problems φk+1t−1 (x
k+1
t−1 ) for future iterations.
7. Set the current lower bound, lb = φˆk0(x
k
0).
8. UPDATE k ← k + 1. If ub− lb ≥ , RETURN to Step 2, else STOP.
A key advantage of the DDIP scheme is that the time horizon is decomposed into stages and
it only needs to solve single-timestep optimization problems. In other words, the DDIP algorithm
moves sequentially over time and never needs to form and solve the entire mixed-integer MPC prob-
lem explicitly. This enables reductions in computational time and overcomes computer memory
bottlenecks. The cutting planes that approximate the cost-to-go functions encode (summarize) all
the accumulated information. We also note that in each iteration, the backward sweep of the DDIP
scheme solves single-stage problems with fixed initial states provided from the forward sweep, and
therefore each stage subproblem is independent of other stage subproblems. Consequently, all stage
subproblems in the backward sweep can be solved in parallel and this enables further reductions of
computational time.
2.3 Convergence Analysis
We note that, at iteration k, computing φkt (xt) in the forward sweep gives a set of controls, states, and
auxiliary variable (ukt , xkt+1, z
k
t ) which satisfy the constraints of the problem Qt(xt). Consequently,
(ukt , x
k
t+1, z
k
t ) is a feasible solution to Qt(xt) (but not necessarily optimal) and the computed value o
fφkt (xt) is an upper bound of Qt(xt). We also note that the backward sweep delivers a lower bound
for the objective function if the cuts generated in the backward sweep are valid. If the cut coefficients
in iteration k, given by (φˆkt , µkt ), are obtained from the backward sweep, and the Benders cut φˆkt +
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(µkt )
T
(xt − xkt ) is generated with the state xkt computed in the forward pass in iteration k and fixed
for the backward pass, then the cut is said to be valid for stage t and iteration k if it satisfies [32]:
φˆkt + (µ
k
t )
T
(xt − xkt ) ≤ Qt−1(xkt−1) (2.8)
In other words, the cutting plane is valid if it provides an underestimator of the cost-to-go function.
Because the Benders cut φˆkt + (µkt )
T
(xt − xkt ) is generated by solving the LP relaxation of Problem
(2.7) with the optimal value φˆkt , it underestimates the optimal value φkt of Problem (2.7) (i.e., φˆkt ≤
φkt ). It follows that, because the Benders cut is valid for the LP relaxation of Problem (2.7), it is
also valid for the MILP problem (2.7) and therefore, also for the Problem (2.6) [36]. Unfortunately,
convergence of the DDIP scheme cannot be guaranteed because there may be a duality gap associated
with the solution (since the problem is mixed-integer and the cost-to-go functions are obtained from
LP relaxations). We will see, however, that this scheme delivers high-quality solutions in practice.
The DDIP algorithm is guaranteed to converge in problems that only involve continuous variables.
2.4 Multi-Scale Mixed-integer MPC Scheme
The established connections between mixed-integer MPC and DDIP reveal possibilities to design
more sophisticated decomposition schemes. The DDIP scheme introduced in Section 2.2 assumes
a subproblem defined over a single timestep per stage, and implicitly assumes that information is
collected after each timestep. When multiple timescales are present in a problem, however, we can
design a DDIP scheme that decomposes the time horizon into stages, in such a way that each stage
is a block partition that contains multiple timesteps. This means that the DDIP scheme updates state
and dual information at a slower timescale (stages) than the system dynamics (that evolves over
inner timesteps). This multiscale design of the DDIP scheme provides computational flexibility to
leverage the use of off-the-shelf solvers. Here, we present modifications needed to handle block time
partitions.
Consider the mixed-integer MPC problem in which the DDIP information (cutting planes) are
collected at stages t and t+ 1, but the system dynamics evolve over the inner time sequence:
t = t0, t1, . . . , tn−1, tn, tn+1 = t+ 1. (2.9)
At stage t, given the state xt at the beginning of the stage (corresponding to inner time t0 = t),
the cost-to-go Qt(xt) is solved to obtain the stage trajectories xt+1 := (xt1 , xt2 , . . . , xtn , xt+1) and
ut := (ut, ut1 , ut2 , . . . , utn). The cost-to-go Qt(xt) for stage t is given by the subproblem:
Qt(xt) = min
xt+1,ut
ft(xt,ut) +Qt+1(xt+1) (2.10a)
s.t. xt1 = Atzt +Btut (2.10b)
xtp+1 = Atpxtp +Btputp , p = 1, . . . , n. (2.10c)
zt = xt (µt) (2.10d)
utp ∈ Utp , utp ∈ Znu1 × Rnu2 , p = 0, . . . , n. (2.10e)
xtp ∈ Xtp , xtp ∈ Znx1 × Rnx2 , p = 1, . . . , n. (2.10f)
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zt ∈ Rnx . (2.10g)
From duality, we have that the LP relaxation of this problem satisfies Qˆt(xt) = (µt)Txt + vt similar
to the discussion in Section 2.2. We thus have that a consistent DDIP scheme can be designed by
using a Benders cut obtained for each stage t in the backward sweep in each iteration k. We use the
computed LP relaxation objective φˆkt , state xkt1 , and dual µ
k
t in iteration k to define the Benders cut
for stage t− 1 for future iterations: θt ≥ φˆkt + (µkt )T (xt1 − xkt1) (similar to that in (2.7d)). We show the
implementation of this multi-scale DDIP scheme in Section 3.
We can solve the subproblem (2.10) with off-the-shelf solvers which can provide good primal
solutions very fast if the number of steps included in the subproblems is small. However, we also
observe that the above scheme can be used to construct hierarchical MPC schemes that tackle multiple
timescales. For instance, the subproblem (2.10) can be solved using DDIP and one can partition a
given stage into multiple substages and solve each substage with DDIP. The implementation of such
schemes is an interesting topic of future work.
3 Computational Experiments
In this section, we present computational experiments that demonstrate the scalability of the pro-
posed DDIP schemes. Here, we use challenging mixed-integer MPC problems that arise in the oper-
ation of central HVAC plants.
3.1 Decision-Making Setting
The decision-making setting of the central HVAC plant studied here is an extension of the continuous
formulation described in [13]. The HVAC plant that we consider consists of a chiller subplant com-
prising 4 chillers that produce chilled water and a heat recovery (HR) chiller subplant comprising 3
HR chiller units that produce both chilled water and hot water, 3 hot water generators to produce hot
water, 9 cooling towers to reduce the temperature of the water purchased from the market, a dump
heat exchanger (dump HX) for rejecting heat from the hot water, and storage tanks (one for chilled
water and one for hot water).
The goal of the MPC controller is to determine hourly operating strategies for each equipment
unit to satisfy the demands of chilled and hot water from a collection of buildings of a university
campus and to minimize the total cost of the external utilities that need to be purchased from the
market (electricity, water, and natural gas). Electricity is charged based on time-varying prices, while
water and natural gas usage are charged at constant prices. The various cost components for the
central plant are:
• Electricity transactions (hourly): Electricity is required for the equipment operation in the central
plant. The transactions are charged at the time-varying market price, piet .
• Water transactions (hourly): Water is required to make up for evaporative losses of water in the
cooling towers. Water is purchased from the utility at a fixed price piwt = $0.009/gal.
9
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• Natural gas transactions (hourly): Natural gas is needed to run hot water generators to satisfy
the campus heating load. Natural gas is purchased from the utility at a fixed price of pingt =
$0.018/kWh.
Electricity
Water
Natural 
Gas
Condenser 
Water
Chiller 
Subplant
HR Chiller 
Subplant
Hot Water 
Generators
Hot Water
Hot 
Water 
Storage
Chilled 
Water
Chilled 
Water 
Storage
Cooling 
Towers
Chilled Water Load
Hot Water Load
Natural Gas Utility
Water Utility
Electric Utility
Campus 
Electrical 
Load
⇡e,t RTP
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<latexit sha1_base64="X7s+R78dQNmzjLTCQ1uvluZI+1k=">AAAENnicbVPLjtMwFPU0PIby6sCSjUU1Eoso NJ0FsBhpJDas0CDR6UhtVDnOTWLFsSPboRNV/Qs+BrGFn2DDDrGdT8BJK6ZJx1Kk65N7rs899g0LzrQZjX4d9Jw7d+/dP3zQf/jo8ZOng6NnF1qWisKESi7VZUg0cCZgYpjhcFkoIHnIYRpm7+v/0y+gNJPis6kKCHKSCBYzSoyFFg NvTkEYULj/UWJKCkKZqTBnOTPzed/H2ZRKEb3OlqmsgcVgOPJGzcL7gb8Nhmi7zhdHvet5JGmZ21MoJ1rP/FFhghVRhlEO6/681GBPzUgCMxsKkoMOVk1ja3xskQjHUtlPGNygu4wVybWu8tBm5sSkuvUPCh2zxLUpNVm7m5pdes1zw /y2CrPSxG+DFRNFaUDQjZy45NhIXHuJI6aAGl7ZgFDFbEeYpkQRag1ta6lrKx3r9vF5yQ1TcrnuH+/COpVLTkLgnXR7NbCnv27fxQXh9kKFdHECMgejKrdUvJPME2lFpjmjbduFVKDBUFkK49YPKXJDeQVRcEMZg+0ee57XXMZ/uG1X Y7DlZ/rUqBLqUlmDnYbcbmv5O1ur72YXrFJrqFIQtzXXaoRsYyDsa1Kk60XMJTFtKFGkSBm96vigFKnaUMEJBSa6fpOiHpI2qMvwVjwmglZpZB+YnRG/OxH7wcXY80+88afx8OzddloO0Qv0Er1CPnqDztAHdI4miKKv6Dv6gX4635 zfzh/n7ya1d7DlPEet5Vz/AzRqdOg=</latexit>
281000 kWh
56000 kW
<latexit sha1_base64="BtGGH55TcUaWTXOLB7NXfvXj+HI=">AAAEKXicbVPLjtMwFPU0PIby6sCSjaEaiUUU JR0Bw2KkkdiwHCQ6HamNKse5Saw6dmQ7zERV13wMYgvfwQ7Y8gN8Ak5aMU06liIdH997c+6xb1Rwpo3v/9rrObdu37m7f69//8HDR48HB0/OtSwVhTGVXKqLiGjgTMDYMMPholBA8ojDJFq8q88nn0BpJsVHUxUQ5iQVLGGUGEvNB8 9nFIQBhfuj48D3fbyYZLNZ/9XrNbZwPhj6nt8svAuCDRiizTqbH/T+zmJJy9wWppxoPQ38woRLogyjHFb9WamhIHRBUphaKEgOOlw2vazwoWVinEhlP2Fww25nLEmudZVHNjInJtOtMyh0wlLXhtTJ2l3X7KbXeW6U31RhWprkOFwyU ZQGBF3LSUqOjcS1fThmCqjhlQWEKmY7wjQjilDrYVtLXVvpRLd/n5fcMCUvV/3DbVpn8pKTCHgnnDIDO/rr9l1cEG7vUEgXpyBzMKpyS8U7wTyVVmSWM9q2XUgFGgyVpTBu/XZiN5JXEIfXKSOw3WPP85rL+E+37WoMtvkLfWJUCXWp RcOdRNxua/lbW6vvehcuM2uoUpC0NddqhGxzIOxrUqTrRcIlMW0qVaTIGL3q+KAUqdpUwQkFJrp+k6Keizapy+hGPiGCVllsH5idkaA7EbvgfOQFR97ow2h4+nYzLfvoGXqBXqIAvUGn6D06Q2NE0Wf0FX1D350vzg/np/N7Hdrb2+ Q8Ra3l/PkHTchtOw==</latexit>
147000 kWh
29000 kW
<latexit sha1_base64="jKDJ95KMU42Fry7s4IZcMUKTV9U=">AAAEKXicbVPLjtMwFPU0PIby6sCSjaEaiUUU JR2kYRYjjcSG5SDR6UhtVDnOTWLVsSPbYSaquuZjEFv4DnbAlh/gE3DSimnSsRTp+Pjem3OPfaOCM218/9dez7lz9979/Qf9h48eP3k6OHh2oWWpKIyp5FJdRkQDZwLGhhkOl4UCkkccJtHiXX0++QRKMyk+mqqAMCepYAmjxFhqPn g5oyAMKNwP3hz7vo8Xk2w2649O1tjC+WDoe36z8C4INmCINut8ftD7O4slLXNbmHKi9TTwCxMuiTKMclj1Z6WGgtAFSWFqoSA56HDZ9LLCh5aJcSKV/YTBDbudsSS51lUe2cicmEy3zqDQCUtdG1Ina3dds5te57lRfluFaWmSt+GSi aI0IOhaTlJybCSu7cMxU0ANrywgVDHbEaYZUYRaD9ta6tpKJ7r9+7zkhil5teofbtM6k1ecRMA74ZQZ2NFft+/ignB7h0K6OAWZg1GVWyreCeaptCKznNG27UIq0GCoLIVx67cTu5G8hji8SRmB7R57ntdcxn+6bVdjsM1f6FOjSqhL LRruNOJ2W8vf2lp9N7twmVlDlYKkrblWI2SbA2FfkyJdLxIuiWlTqSJFxuh1xwelSNWmCk4oMNH1mxT1XLRJXUa38gkRtMpi+8DsjATdidgFFyMvOPJGH0bDs5PNtOyjF+gVeo0CdIzO0Ht0jsaIos/oK/qGvjtfnB/OT+f3OrS3t8 l5jlrL+fMPUXdtPA==</latexit>
Let
<latexit sha1_base64="V5B3fSAjSFzR0bS0smW49T DGKkU=">AAAEC3icbVPLbtQwFHUnPMrwamHJJmJUiUUUzUyRYEGlSmxYsCgS01aahpHj3CTWOLZl39BGo/kExBa +gx1iy0fwF3wCTmZEJ5lasnR9fM/18fF1rAW3OBz+2el5t27fubt7r3//wcNHj/f2n5xaVRoGE6aEMucxtSC4hAl yFHCuDdAiFnAWz9/W+2efwViu5EesNEQFzSRPOaPooMn7TzDD2d5gGA6b4W8Ho3UwIOtxMtvv/b1IFCsLkMgEtX Y6GmqMFtQgZwKW/YvSgqZsTjOYulDSAmy0aNQu/QOHJH6qjJsS/QbdZCxoYW1VxC6zoJjb1h5om/IscCk12Qarm l16zQvi4qYK0xLT19GCS10iSLaSk5bCR+XXBvkJN8BQVC6gzHB3I5/l1FCGzsbWQXVtY1PbPr4oBXKjLpf9g03Y5 upS0BhEJ51xhC399fUDX1PhXkmqwM9AFYCmCkojOskiU05kXnDWtl0qAxaQqVJiUHdHEsTqCpLomjIGd3s/DMPm Mf7Dbbsagx1/bo/QlFCXmjfYUSzcspa/sXT6rlfRIneGGgNpW3OtRqo2BtJ1k6FdL1KhKLahzFCdc3bV8cEYWrU hLSgDLrt+U113fhu0ZXwjnlLJqjxxDeb+yKj7I7aD03E4OgzHH14Ojt+sf8sueUaekxdkRF6RY/KOnJAJYYSTr+ Qb+e598X54P71fq9TezprzlLSG9/sfUj1k/A==</latexit>
Lcwt
<latexit sha1_base64="wNwA6LWLGIVA8t81oOmsBBsHLK0=">AAAEDnicbVPLjtMwFPU0PIbymoElm4hqJBZR 1HaQYMFII7FhwWKQ6EylTqhunJvEqmNHtkMnivoPiC18BzvEll/gL/gEnLRimnQsWbo+vuf6+Pg6zDnTZjj8s9dzbt2+c3f/Xv/+g4ePHh8cPjnXslAUJ1RyqaYhaORM4MQww3GaK4Qs5HgRLt7W+xefUWkmxUdT5hhkkAgWMwrGQt P3nyq6XM3N/GAw9IfNcHeD0SYYkM04mx/2/l5GkhYZCkM5aD0bDXMTVKAMoxxX/ctCYw50AQnObCggQx1UjeCVe2SRyI2lslMYt0G3GRVkWpdZaDMzMKlu7WGuY5Z4NqUma29ds0uveV6Y3VRhVpj4dVAxkRcGBV3LiQvuGunWHrkRU 0gNL20AVDF7I5emoIAa62TroLq20rFuH58V3DAll6v+0TasU7nkECLvpFNmcEd/fX3PzYHbhxLScxOUGRpVeoXinWSeSCsyzRht2y6kQo2GykIYr26QyAvlFUbBNWWM9vau7/vNY/yH23Y1Blv+Qp8YVWBdatFgJyG3y1r+1tLqu14F VWoNVQrjtuZajZBtDIXtJgVdL2IuwbShREGeMnrV8UEpKNtQzoEiE12/Ia+bvw3qIrwRj0HQMo1sg9k/Mur+iN3gfOyPjv3xh5eD0zeb37JPnpHn5AUZkVfklLwjZ2RCKOHkK/lGvjtfnB/OT+fXOrW3t+E8Ja3h/P4H/pxmhw==</ latexit>
Lhwt<latexit sha1_base64="mfRtWPXxKan1Ze8i2SCHtQNmM9M=">AAAEDnicbVPLjtMwFPU0PIbymoElm4hqJBZR 1HaQYMFII7FhwWKQ6EylTqgc5yax6tiRfUMnivoPiC18BzvEll/gL/gEnLRimnQsWbo+vuf6+Pg6zAU3OBz+2es5t27fubt/r3//wcNHjw8On5wbVWgGE6aE0tOQGhBcwgQ5CpjmGmgWCrgIF2/r/YvPoA1X8iOWOQQZTSSPOaNooe n7T1W6XM1xfjAY+sNmuLvBaBMMyGaczQ97fy8jxYoMJDJBjZmNhjkGFdXImYBV/7IwkFO2oAnMbChpBiaoGsEr98gikRsrbadEt0G3GRXNjCmz0GZmFFPT2oPcxDzxbEpNNt66Zpde87wwu6nCrMD4dVBxmRcIkq3lxIVwUbm1R27EN TAUpQ0o09zeyGUp1ZShdbJ1UF1bm9i0j88KgVyr5ap/tA2bVC0FDUF00hlH2NFfX99zcyrsQ0nluQmoDFCXXqFFJ1kkyopMM87atkulwQAyVUj06gaJvFBdQRRcU8Zgb+/6vt88xn+4bVdjsOUvzAnqAupSiwY7CYVd1vK3llbf9Sqo Umuo1hC3NddqpGpjIG03adr1IhaKYhtKNM1Tzq46PmhNyzaUC8qAy67fNK+bvw2aIrwRj6lkZRrZBrN/ZNT9EbvB+dgfHfvjDy8Hp282v2WfPCPPyQsyIq/IKXlHzsiEMCLIV/KNfHe+OD+cn86vdWpvb8N5SlrD+f0PEO5mjA==</ latexit>
Ecw
<latexit sha1_base64="kFbLpB71acdeyJ31XQADTv8Vz/A=">AAAEDHicbVPdbtMwFPYafkb52+CSm4hqEhdR 1HZIcMGkSQiJyyHRblIXVSfOSWLq2JHt0EVRXwFxC8/BHeKWd+AteASctGJNOkuWjj+f7/jz5+Mw50yb4fDPXs+5dfvO3f17/fsPHj56fHD4ZKploShOqORSXYSgkTOBE8MMx4tcIWQhx/Nw8bbeP/+MSjMpPpoyxyCDRLCYUTAWmr 6bV3S5mh8Mhv6wGe5uMNoEA7IZZ/PD3t/LSNIiQ2EoB61no2FuggqUYZTjqn9ZaMyBLiDBmQ0FZKiDqpG7co8sErmxVHYK4zboNqOCTOsyC21mBibVrT3MdcwSz6bUZO2ta3bpNc8Ls5sqzAoTvw4qJvLCoKBrOXHBXSPd2iE3Ygqp4 aUNgCpmb+TSFBRQY31sHVTXVjrW7eOzghum5HLVP9qGdSqXHELknXTKDO7or6/vuTlw+0xCem6CMkOjSq9QvJPME2lFphmjbduFVKjRUFkI49XtEXmhvMIouKaM0d7e9X2/eYz/cNuuxmDLX+gTowqsSy0a7CTkdlnL31pafderoEqt oUph3NZcqxGyjaGw3aSg60XMJZg2lCjIU0avOj4oBWUbyjlQZKLrN+R167dBXYQ34jEIWqaRbTD7R0bdH7EbTMf+6Ngff3g5OH2z+S375Bl5Tl6QEXlFTsl7ckYmhJJP5Cv5Rr47X5wfzk/n1zq1t7fhPCWt4fz+B5WyZZo=</late xit>
Ehw
<latexit sha1_base64="K/+gSnTm5yoONvd0dkr/CR1XwMA=">AAAEDHicbVPdbtMwFPYafkb52+CSm4hqEhdR 1HZIcMGkSQiJyyHRblIXVSfOSWLq2JHt0EVRXwFxC8/BHeKWd+AteASctGJNOkuWjj+f7/jz5+Mw50yb4fDPXs+5dfvO3f17/fsPHj56fHD4ZKploShOqORSXYSgkTOBE8MMx4tcIWQhx/Nw8bbeP/+MSjMpPpoyxyCDRLCYUTAWmr 6bV+lyNT8YDP1hM9zdYLQJBmQzzuaHvb+XkaRFhsJQDlrPRsPcBBUowyjHVf+y0JgDXUCCMxsKyFAHVSN35R5ZJHJjqewUxm3QbUYFmdZlFtrMDEyqW3uY65glnk2pydpb1+zSa54XZjdVmBUmfh1UTOSFQUHXcuKCu0a6tUNuxBRSw 0sbAFXM3silKSigxvrYOqiurXSs28dnBTdMyeWqf7QN61QuOYTIO+mUGdzRX1/fc3Pg9pmE9NwEZYZGlV6heCeZJ9KKTDNG27YLqVCjobIQxqvbI/JCeYVRcE0Zo7296/t+8xj/4bZdjcGWv9AnRhVYl1o02EnI7bKWv7W0+q5XQZVa Q5XCuK25ViNkG0Nhu0lB14uYSzBtKFGQp4xedXxQCso2lHOgyETXb8jr1m+DughvxGMQtEwj22D2j4y6P2I3mI790bE//vBycPpm81v2yTPynLwgI/KKnJL35IxMCCWfyFfyjXx3vjg/nJ/Or3Vqb2/DeUpaw/n9D6frZZ8=</late xit>
Pct,t
<latexit sha1_base64="VlnvH4ZTlvaGT2CpoSmM0PDwaQI=">AAAEDnicbVPdbtMwFPYaYKP8bXDJTUQ1iYso ajskdsGkSdxwWSS6VeqiynFOEquOHdknbFHUd0DcwnNwh7jlFXgLHgEnrViTzpKl48/nO/78+TjMBTc4HP7Z6zn37j/YP3jYf/T4ydNnh0fPL4wqNIMpU0LpWUgNCC5hihwFzHINNAsFXIbL9/X+5WfQhiv5CcscgowmksecUbTQbL KoGHq4WhwOhv6wGe5uMNoEA7IZk8VR7+9VpFiRgUQmqDHz0TDHoKIaOROw6l8VBnLKljSBuQ0lzcAEVSN45R5bJHJjpe2U6DboNqOimTFlFtrMjGJqWnuQm5gnnk2pycZb1+zSa54XZndVmBcYnwYVl3mBINlaTlwIF5Vbe+RGXANDU dqAMs3tjVyWUk0ZWidbB9W1tYlN+/isEMi1ul71j7dhk6prQUMQnXTGEXb019f33JwK+1BSeW4CKgPUpVdo0UkWibIi04yztu1SaTCATBUSvbpBIi9UNxAFt5Qx2Nu7vu83j/EfbtvVGGz5S3OGuoC61LLBzkJhl7X8raXVd7sKqtQa qjXEbc21GqnaGEjbTZp2vYiFotiGEk3zlLObjg9a07IN5YIy4LLrN83r5m+DpgjvxGMqWZlGtsHsHxl1f8RucDH2Ryf++OObwfm7zW85IC/JK/KajMhbck4+kAmZEkYE+Uq+ke/OF+eH89P5tU7t7W04L0hrOL//AUv1ZlY=</late xit>
Phx,t
<latexit sha1_base64="QgAWwn6doW7rX9JOlEuulRRwGwM=">AAAEDnicbVPLitswFNXEfUzT10y77MY0DHRh TJIptIsODHTTZQrNTCBjwrV8bYvIkpHkTozJP5Ru2+/ornTbX+hf9BMqO6ETOyMQXB3dc3V0dBXmnGkzHP456Dl37t67f/ig//DR4ydPj46fXWhZKIpTKrlUsxA0ciZwapjhOMsVQhZyvAyX7+v9y8+oNJPikylzDDJIBIsZBWOh2W RRpSvPrBdHg6E/bIa7H4y2wYBsx2Rx3Pt7FUlaZCgM5aD1fDTMTVCBMoxyXPevCo050CUkOLehgAx1UDWC1+6JRSI3lspOYdwG3WVUkGldZqHNzMCkurWHuY5Z4tmUmqy9Tc0uveZ5YXZbhXlh4rdBxUReGBR0IycuuGukW3vkRkwhN by0AVDF7I1cmoICaqyTrYPq2krHun18VnDDlLxe9092YZ3Kaw4h8k46ZQb39NfX99wcuH0oIT03QZmhUaVXKN5J5om0ItOM0bbtQirUaKgshPHqBom8UK4wCm4oY7S3d33fbx7jP9y2qzHY8pf6zKgC61LLBjsLuV3W8neWVt/NKqhS a6hSGLc112qEbGMobDcp6HoRcwmmDSUK8pTRVccHpaBsQzkHikx0/Ya8bv42qIvwVjwGQcs0sg1m/8io+yP2g4uxPzr1xx9fD87fbX/LIXlBXpJXZETekHPygUzIlFDCyVfyjXx3vjg/nJ/Or01q72DLeU5aw/n9D2zQZl8=</late xit>
Phx,t
<latexit sha1_base64="QgAWwn6doW7rX9JOlEuulRRwGwM=">AAAEDnicbVPLitswFNXEfUzT10y77MY0DHRh TJIptIsODHTTZQrNTCBjwrV8bYvIkpHkTozJP5Ru2+/ornTbX+hf9BMqO6ETOyMQXB3dc3V0dBXmnGkzHP456Dl37t67f/ig//DR4ydPj46fXWhZKIpTKrlUsxA0ciZwapjhOMsVQhZyvAyX7+v9y8+oNJPikylzDDJIBIsZBWOh2W RRpSvPrBdHg6E/bIa7H4y2wYBsx2Rx3Pt7FUlaZCgM5aD1fDTMTVCBMoxyXPevCo050CUkOLehgAx1UDWC1+6JRSI3lspOYdwG3WVUkGldZqHNzMCkurWHuY5Z4tmUmqy9Tc0uveZ5YXZbhXlh4rdBxUReGBR0IycuuGukW3vkRkwhN by0AVDF7I1cmoICaqyTrYPq2krHun18VnDDlLxe9092YZ3Kaw4h8k46ZQb39NfX99wcuH0oIT03QZmhUaVXKN5J5om0ItOM0bbtQirUaKgshPHqBom8UK4wCm4oY7S3d33fbx7jP9y2qzHY8pf6zKgC61LLBjsLuV3W8neWVt/NKqhS a6hSGLc112qEbGMobDcp6HoRcwmmDSUK8pTRVccHpaBsQzkHikx0/Ya8bv42qIvwVjwGQcs0sg1m/8io+yP2g4uxPzr1xx9fD87fbX/LIXlBXpJXZETekHPygUzIlFDCyVfyjXx3vjg/nJ/Or01q72DLeU5aw/n9D2zQZl8=</late xit>
Pcw,t
<latexit sha1_base64="rKcWRfO77pEbeOBpuOQTcc5VUws=">AAAEDnicbVPLitswFNXEfUzT10y77MY0DHRh TJIptIsODHTTZQrNTCBjgixf2yKyZKTrZozJP5Ru2+/ornTbX+hf9BMqO6ETOyMQXB3dc3V0dBXmghscDv8c9Jw7d+/dP3zQf/jo8ZOnR8fPLowqNIMpU0LpWUgNCC5hihwFzHINNAsFXIbL9/X+5WfQhiv5CcscgowmksecUbTQbL Ko2MrD9eJoMPSHzXD3g9E2GJDtmCyOe3+vIsWKDCQyQY2Zj4Y5BhXVyJmAdf+qMJBTtqQJzG0oaQYmqBrBa/fEIpEbK22nRLdBdxkVzYwps9BmZhRT09qD3MQ88WxKTTbepmaXXvO8MLutwrzA+G1QcZkXCJJt5MSFcFG5tUduxDUwF KUNKNPc3shlKdWUoXWydVBdW5vYtI/PCoFcq9W6f7ILm1StBA1BdNIZR9jTX1/fc3Mq7ENJ5bkJqAxQl16hRSdZJMqKTDPO2rZLpcEAMlVI9OoGibxQXUMU3FDGYG/v+r7fPMZ/uG1XY7DlL80Z6gLqUssGOwuFXdbyd5ZW380qqFJr qNYQtzXXaqRqYyBtN2na9SIWimIbSjTNU86uOz5oTcs2lAvKgMuu3zSvm78NmiK8FY+pZGUa2Qazf2TU/RH7wcXYH53644+vB+fvtr/lkLwgL8krMiJvyDn5QCZkShgR5Cv5Rr47X5wfzk/n1ya1d7DlPCet4fz+B1bnZlk=</late xit>
Phw,t
<latexit sha1_base64="lKWCjvHdkefkn2PFuRasJWSMlYE=">AAAEDnicbVPLitswFNXEfUzT10y77MY0DHRh TJIptIsODHTTZQrNTCBjwrV8bYvIkpHkZozJP5Ru2+/ornTbX+hf9BMqO6ETOyMQXB3dc3V0dBXmnGkzHP456Dl37t67f/ig//DR4ydPj46fXWhZKIpTKrlUsxA0ciZwapjhOMsVQhZyvAyX7+v9y8+oNJPikylzDDJIBIsZBWOh2W RRpSvPrBdHg6E/bIa7H4y2wYBsx2Rx3Pt7FUlaZCgM5aD1fDTMTVCBMoxyXPevCo050CUkOLehgAx1UDWC1+6JRSI3lspOYdwG3WVUkGldZqHNzMCkurWHuY5Z4tmUmqy9Tc0uveZ5YXZbhXlh4rdBxUReGBR0IycuuGukW3vkRkwhN by0AVDF7I1cmoICaqyTrYPq2krHun18VnDDlFyt+ye7sE7likOIvJNOmcE9/fX1PTcHbh9KSM9NUGZoVOkVineSeSKtyDRjtG27kAo1GioLYby6QSIvlNcYBTeUMdrbu77vN4/xH27b1Rhs+Ut9ZlSBdallg52F3C5r+TtLq+9mFVSp NVQpjNuaazVCtjEUtpsUdL2IuQTThhIFecrodccHpaBsQzkHikx0/Ya8bv42qIvwVjwGQcs0sg1m/8io+yP2g4uxPzr1xx9fD87fbX/LIXlBXpJXZETekHPygUzIlFDCyVfyjXx3vjg/nJ/Or01q72DLeU5aw/n9D2kqZl4=</late xit>
Pcs,t
<latexit sha1_base64="VW0GcZsZW/L5EnFJwH7s6UnZ2JY=">AAAEDnicbVPdbtMwFPYaYKP8bXDJTUQ1iYso ajskdsGkSdxwWSS6Veqi6sQ5Saw6dmQ7bFHUd0DcwnNwh7jlFXgLHgEnrViTzpKl48/nO/78+TjMOdNmOPyz13Pu3X+wf/Cw/+jxk6fPDo+eX2hZKIpTKrlUsxA0ciZwapjhOMsVQhZyvAyX7+v9y8+oNJPikylzDDJIBIsZBWOh2W RRUe2Z1eJwMPSHzXB3g9EmGJDNmCyOen+vIkmLDIWhHLSej4a5CSpQhlGOq/5VoTEHuoQE5zYUkKEOqkbwyj22SOTGUtkpjNug24wKMq3LLLSZGZhUt/Yw1zFLPJtSk7W3rtml1zwvzO6qMC9MfBpUTOSFQUHXcuKCu0a6tUduxBRSw 0sbAFXM3silKSigxjrZOqiurXSs28dnBTdMyetV/3gb1qm85hAi76RTZnBHf319z82B24cS0nMTlBkaVXqF4p1knkgrMs0YbdsupEKNhspCGK9ukMgL5Q1GwS1ljPb2ru/7zWP8h9t2NQZb/lKfGVVgXWrZYGcht8ta/tbS6rtdBVVq DVUK47bmWo2QbQyF7SYFXS9iLsG0oURBnjJ60/FBKSjbUM6BIhNdvyGvm78N6iK8E49B0DKNbIPZPzLq/ojd4GLsj0788cc3g/N3m99yQF6SV+Q1GZG35Jx8IBMyJZRw8pV8I9+dL84P56fza53a29twXpDWcH7/A0hPZlU=</late xit>
Phwg,t
<latexit sha1_base64="UTWDeKm+AfpdGrlriqirnDZzWdw=">AAAED3icbVPLjtMwFPVMeAzlNQNLNhHVSCyi qi1IsGCkkdiwLBKdGdSJqhvnJrHqR2Q7dKKoH4HYwnewQ2z5BP6CT8BJK6ZJx5Kl6+N7ro+Pr6OcM2OHwz97+96t23fuHtzr3X/w8NHjw6MnZ0YVmuKUKq70RQQGOZM4tcxyvMg1gog4nkeLd/X++WfUhin50ZY5hgJSyRJGwTro02 ReZcs0sKv5YX84GDbD3w1Gm6BPNmMyP9r/exkrWgiUlnIwZjYa5jasQFtGOa56l4XBHOgCUpy5UIJAE1aN4pV/7JDYT5R2U1q/QbcZFQhjShG5TAE2M609zE3C0sCl1GQTrGt26TUviMRNFWaFTd6EFZN5YVHStZyk4L5Vfm2SHzON1 PLSBUA1czfyaQYaqHVWtg6qa2uTmPbxouCWabVc9Y63YZOpJYcIeSedMos7+uvrB34O3L2UVIGfohJodRkUmneSeaqcyEww2rZdKo0GLVWFtEHdIXEQqSuMw2vKGN3t/cFg0DzGf7htV2Ow4y/MidUF1qUWDXYScbes5W8tnb7rVVhl zlCtMWlrrtVI1cZQum7S0PUi4QpsG0o15BmjVx0ftIayDeUcKDLZ9RvyuvvboCmiG/EEJC2z2DWY+yOj7o/YDc7Gg9HLwfjDq/7p281vOSDPyHPygozIa3JK3pMJmRJKBPlKvpHv3hfvh/fT+7VO3d/bcJ6S1vB+/wMKLGbP</late xit>
Phrc,t
<latexit sha1_base64="synvLlKzVh61XIjPiWiwUXXTJ7c=">AAAED3icbVPLjtMwFPU0PIbymoElm4hqJBZR 1BYkWDDSSGxYFonODOpElePcNFb9iOwbZqKoH4HYwnewQ2z5BP6CT8BJK6ZJx5Kl6+N7ro+Pr+NccIvD4Z+9nnfr9p27+/f69x88fPT44PDJqdWFYTBlWmhzHlMLgiuYIkcB57kBKmMBZ/HyXb1/9hmM5Vp9xDKHSNKF4ilnFB30aT KvMsMCXM0PBsNw2Ax/NxhtggHZjMn8sPf3ItGskKCQCWrtbDTMMaqoQc4ErPoXhYWcsiVdwMyFikqwUdUoXvlHDkn8VBs3FfoNus2oqLS2lLHLlBQz29qD3KZ8EbiUmmyDdc0uveYFsbypwqzA9E1UcZUXCIqt5aSF8FH7tUl+wg0wF KULKDPc3chnGTWUobOydVBd29jUto+XhUBu9OWqf7QN20xfChqD6KQzjrCjv75+4OdUuJdSOvAXoCWgKYPCiE6yWGgnMpOctW1X2oAFZLpQGNQdkgSxvoIkuqaMwd3eD8OweYz/cNuuxmDHX9pjNAXUpZYNdhwLt6zlby2dvutVVGXO UGMgbWuu1SjdxkC5bjK060UqNMU2tDA0zzi76vhgDC3bUC4oA666ftO87v42aIv4RjylipVZ4hrM/ZFR90fsBqfjcPQyHH94NTh5u/kt++QZeU5ekBF5TU7IezIhU8KIJF/JN/Ld++L98H56v9apvb0N5ylpDe/3P+lCZsY=</late xit>
⇡wt = 0.009 $/gal
<latexit sha1_base64=" l3RC6qkUTkiLwv7kTmHGWHnw9Q4=">AAAELnicbVPLjt MwFPVMeAzlMR1YsrFoB7GISloWMItKI7FhOUh0ZqSmVI 57k1h17Mh26ERR/4CPQWzhO5BYILYs+QTstmKadCxFu j6+5+bcY98o50ybIPi5t+/dun3n7sG91v0HDx8dto8en 2tZKAojKrlUlxHRwJmAkWGGw2WugGQRh4to/tadX3wCp ZkUH0yZwyQjiWAxo8RYaNp+HlIQBhRudcOcfawWy2ll lsOgFwQnXRx2XyaE4zCctjsOcgvvBv1N0EGbdTY92v8b ziQtMludcqL1uB/kZlIRZRjlsGyFhYac0DlJYGxDQTL Qk2rV0BIfW2SGY6nsJwxeoduMimRal1lkMzNiUl07g1z HLPFtiiNrf12zSXc8P8puqjAuTPxmUjGRFwYEXcuJC46 NxM5DPGMKqOGlDQhVzHaEaUoUodbIuhZXW+lY13+fFd wwJRfL1vE2rFO54CQC3kinzMCOfte+j3PC7UUK6eMEZA ZGlX6heCOZJ9KKTDNG67YLqUCDobIQxncPaOZH8gpmk2 vKAGz3uNfrrS7jP1y3a2Ww5c/10KgCXKn5ChtG3G6d/ K2t1Xe9m1SpNVQpiOuanRoh6xgI+5oUaXoRc0lMHUoUy VNGrxo+KEXKOpRzQoGJpt8kd8NRB3UR3YjHRNAyndkHZ mek35yI3eB80Ou/6g3eDzqnJ5tpOUBP0TP0AvXRa3SK 3qEzNEIUfUZf0Tf03fvi/fB+eb/Xqft7G84TVFven39v znC7</latexit>
⇡ngt = 0.018 $/kWh
<latexit sha1_base64=" 24NzyNNOXCAwIR8BRgXmZs+Ian8=">AAAEL3icbVPLjt MwFPVMeQzlMR1YsrFoR7CIQlMWDItKI7FhOUh0OlJTKs e5Saw6tmU7zFRRP4GPQWzhOxAbxJYdn4DTVkyTjqVI1 8f33Jx77Bspzozt93/u7bdu3b5z9+Be+/6Dh48OO0ePz 40sNIURlVzqi4gY4EzAyDLL4UJpIHnEYRzN31bn40+gD ZPig10omOYkFSxhlFgHzTrPQwrCgsbtXqjYx1Kky1lp l8O+3w9OejjsvZyPMxyGs07XQauFd4NgE3TRZp3Njvb/ hrGkRe7KU06MmQR9Zacl0ZZRDst2WBhQhM5JChMXCpK DmZarjpb42CExTqR2n7B4hW4zSpIbs8gjl5kTm5naGSi TsNRzKRXZeOuaTXrF86L8pgqTwiYn05IJVVgQdC0nKTi 2Elcm4phpoJYvXECoZq4jTDOiCXVO1rVUtbVJTP33ec Et0/Jy2T7ehk0mLzmJgDfSKbOwo79q38OKcHeTQno4BZ mD1Quv0LyRzFPpRGY5o3XbhdRgwFJZCOtVLyj2InkF8f SaMgDXPfZ9f3UZ/+G6XSuDHX9uhlYXUJWar7BhxN22k r+1dfqud9Myc4ZqDUldc6VGyDoGwr0mTZpeJFwSW4dST VTG6FXDB63Jog4pTigw0fSbqGo66qApohvxhAi6yGL3w NyMBM2J2A3OB37wyh+8H3RP32ym5QA9Rc/QCxSg1+gU vUNnaIQo+oy+om/oe+tL60frV+v3OnV/b8N5gmqr9ecf 1mFxGQ==</latexit>
3 HR Chillers
Max cooling: 8800 kW each
Min cooling: 80%
↵ehrc = 0.4 kWele/kWcool
↵hhrc = 1.4 kWhot/kWcool
<latexit sha1_base64="otwePtKvlBDXnwYYX2mDWM J05A8=">AAAEpXicbVNtb9MwEE63AqO8dfCRLxbbBEhRSDsQA2nSpH3Zl0kDbeukpVQX95JYdezIdlirqD+FH8a /4Cdgt4U12SxFOj/3PJe7811ccKZNGP5ubWy2Hzx8tPW48+Tps+cvutsvL7UsFcULKrlUVzFo5EzghWGG41WhEPK Y4yCeHDv/4CcqzaQ4N7MChzmkgiWMgrHQqPsroigMKtKJDE5NnFT75OQ7Oc4Y51Y2J1HUOYUpoVLaX6RfycFBGJ LJgCDQzPmYWPOF0Z4T7EbAiwx+VDgfVZmi88Mw+LhrVcjxw2Tg+Ous7B+rt2Rl0qxYo+5OGISLQ+4avZWx463O2 Wh74080lrTMbVGUg9bXvbAwwwqUYZTjvBOVGgugE0jx2poCctTDatHHOdmzyJgkUtlPGLJA1xUV5FrP8tgyczCZr vmw0AlLfUtxYu0vYzblTufH+X0RrkuTHAwrJorSoKDLdJKSEyOJezoyZgqp4TNrAFXMVkRoBgqofb96Li620omu /z4vuWFK3sw7e+uwzuQNhxh5g06ZwTv5u/J9UgC38yOkT1KUORo180vFG2SeSptkljNab7uQCjUaKkthfDe3Yz+ WUxwPbyV9tNWTIAgWj/Efrrdr0WCrn+hDo0p0oSYL7DDm9urSX7va/G5vwyqzDVUKk3rOLhsh6xgKO00Kmr1IuA RTh1IFRcbotNEHpWBWhwoOFJlo9hsKt5N1UJfxvXgCgs6ysR0wuyO95kbcNS77QW8/+PStv3P0ZbUtW95r7433zu t5n70j78Q78y482tpsvW/1W/vtt+3T9nn7ckndaK00r7zaaY/+AvRXlSo=</latexit>
3 Hot Water Generators
Max. hot water generation: 17733.33 kW each
Min. hot water generation: 50%
↵nghwg = 1.18 kWng/kWhot
↵ehwg = 0.0068 kWele/kWhot
<latexit sha1_base64="EiKajIFY7y1kj+ZAb1wMXw Fw82E=">AAAEznicdVNfb9MwEE9HgVH+bINHXiy2STxEIVk1NpAmTeKBvSANxNZJTakc95JYdezIdtZWUcQrn4z vwLfgI2CnhTXZsBTp/LvfXe5+54tyRpX2/V+djXvd+w8ebj7qPX7y9NnW9s7zSyUKSeCCCCbkVYQVMMrhQlPN4Cq XgLOIwSCafrD+wTVIRQX/qhc5jDKccBpTgrWBxts/QwJcg0S9UMNcR3HZR2dCowG24EfgILEWUlVh2PuE5x5KjX NWO5Ol06R5j4Kjo37f6/fRdIAAk9SyKf8f+9AP9w1jL8QsT/G3kifVuExnSXUSeMHxnknCkzfTgQleZ8Ffku/5/ tuaBgyWvPH2rkXtQbeNYGXsOqtzPt7Z+B1OBCky0z1hWKlh4Od6VGKpKWFQ9cJCQY7JFCcwNCbHGahRWQteoX2DT FAspPm4RjW6HlHiTKlFFhlmhnWqGj7IVUwT11BssHKXOdvhNs6NsrsyDAsdH49KyvNCAyfLcuKCIS2QnTGaUAlE s4UxMJHUdIRIiiUmZhDNWmxuqWLV/H1WME2lmFW9/XVYpWLGcASsRSdUw636bfsuyjEzM+fCNfMXGWi5cAvJWmS WCFNkmlHSlJ0LCQo0EQXXrn3gEzcSc5iMbkIOwHSPPM+rh/EPbspVC2zip+pEywJsqmmNnUTMXG35a1dT381tVK ZGUCkhbtZsq+GiiQE3r8k88ZYWMRNYN6FE4jylZN7SQUq8aEI5wwQob+uNc7tHTVAV0Z14jDlZpBPzwMyOBO2NuG 1cHnhB3zv8fLB7+m61LZvOS+eV89oJnCPn1Dlzzp0Lh3TczpfOsBN2z7vX3ar7fUnd6KxiXjiN0/3xBxGzpTA=< /latexit>
4 Chillers
Max. cooling: 10550 kW each
Min. cooling: 50%
↵ecs = 0.143 kWele/kWcool
↵condcs = 1.143 kWcond/kWcool<latexit sha1_base64="QgXMVQh2nIobpRjUMq5VQ3 G2EzY=">AAAErnicbVPNbtQwEM6WBcpSaAtHLhZtJQ5RSLZd8VupUi9ckIpEu5WasHKcSWKtY0e2Q3cV5XV4J96 CR8BOF7pJaynS+Jvvm8yMZ+KSUaV9//dg48Hw4aPHm09GT7eePd/e2X1xoUQlCZwTwYS8jLECRjmca6oZXJYScBE zmMbzU+uf/gSpqODf9bKEqMAZpyklWBtotvMrJMA1SDQKNSx0nNZH6DSnjBlNg8JwVH/FCw8RIcwfso8NCvzJxE fzKQJM8tZP+bp/4ocHBt4PMStz/KOGZlYT1Rz7XnB0uG+EwODtfGoF6zQieLJiBv+YFltRZzt7vue3B901gpWx5 6zO2Wx340+YCFIVpjrCsFJXgV/qqMZSU8KgGYWVghKTOc7gypgcF6Cium1ogw4MkqBUSPNxjVp0XVHjQqllERtmg XWuOj4oVUoz11CsWLk3Mftyq3Pj4r4IV5VO30c15WWlgZObdNKKIS2QfUOUUAlEs6UxMJHUVIRIjiUm5iG7udjY UqWq+/uiYppKcd2MDtZhlYtrhmNgPTqhGu7kb8t3UYmZGSQuXJSBKEDLpVtJ1iOzTJgk84KSbtu5kKBAE1Fx7do BTtxYLCCJbiVjMNUjz/Pax/gPd9vVNtjo5+pYywpsqHmLHcfMXG36a1eT3+0tqnPTUCkh7eZss+GiiwE30yRxvx cpE1h3oUziMqdk0euDlHjZhUqGCVDe7zcu7XJ2QVXF9+Ip5mSZJ2bAzI4E/Y24a1yMveDQm3wb7518WG3LpvPKee 28cQLnnXPifHHOnHOHDLYG48GnweehP7wYRsPZDXVjsNK8dDpnmP8F+GCYrg==</latexit>
9 Cooling Towers
Max. condenser water: 5277.78 kW
Min. condenser water: 50%
↵wct = 1.57 gph/kWcond
↵ect = 0.017 kWele/kWcond<latexit sha1_base64="BdB9s0Ai2xcgSDMX7pvydwPyAh8=">AAAEtXicbVNda9swFHW6bOuyr3Z93ItYW9iD 8eKMknZQKOvLXgYdtE2h9oIsX9vCsmQkeUkw+Un7QfsX+wm7TsMauxUYro7Oub73SDcqBTd2OPzT23rSf/rs+faLwctXr9+83dl9d21UpRlcMSWUvomoAcElXFluBdyUGmgRCZhE+XlzPvkF2nAlL+2ihLCgqeQJZ9QiNN35HTCQFj QZBBbmNkrqE3KuFKZLyaWaoXIZBIPvdO4RpmQM0iB3RlHxhRyNxmNvfEzySUPh8jHKMDjEw4OAijKjP+vZclozuzz1vaPxAUnL7FM+aUSbHFhzht7QR1I+AQFr2nRnH9HVIg8Dfx3sO+t1Md3d+hvEilUFNskENebWH5Y2rKm2nAlYD oLKQElZTlO4xVDSAkxYr3xdkkNEYpIojZ+0ZIVuKmpaGLMoImQW1GamdQalSXjqIqURG/cuZ1fe6NyoeCzDbWWT47DmsqwsSHZXTlIJYhVprpLEXAOzYoEBZZpjR4RlVFOG1rdraXJrk5j274tKWK7VbDk43IRNpmaCRiA6dMYtPKi/ ad8lJRX4nqRySQqqAKsXbqVFhyxShUVmBWdt26XSYMAyVUnrNu84diM1hzi8l4wAuyee560u4z/ctmtlMOpzc2p1BU2qfIWdRgK3TfkbW6zvfhfWGRqqNSTtmptqpGpjIPE1adr1IhGK2jaUalpmnM07PmhNF22oFJQBl12/adnMaB s0VfQonlDJFlmMDwxnxO9OxMPgeuT5n72jH6P9s5P1tGw7750PzkfHd8bOmfPNuXCuHNbb6530vvbO++N+2I/7yR11q7fW7Dmt1Vf/AFMHm4o=</latexit>
Figure 1: Schematic representation of central HVAC plant under study [13].
Figure 1 shows the energy flows between all the units of the central HVAC plant and interactions
with campus loads and utilities. Electricity is consumed by the chiller subplant, HR chiller subplant,
hot water generators, and cooling towers, while utility water is consumed by only the cooling towers
to make up for the evaporative losses, and natural gas is only consumed by the hot water generators.
The electricity, water, and natural gas consumption of these units are linked to their operating loads.
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For instance, all chiller units and HR chiller units consume αecs and αehrc kW of electricity per kW of
chilled water produced, respectively; each hot water generator consumes αehwg kW of electricity and
αnghwg kW of natural gas per kW hot water produced, respectively; and each cooling tower consumes
αect kW of electricity and αwct utility water per kW of condenser water input, respectively. Also, there
are prescribed minimum operating loads for the chillers, HR chillers, hot water generators, and cool-
ing towers. For instance, each chiller can either be OFF or operate at 50% or more of its maximum
cooling capacity when ON. Similarly, each HR chiller unit, when ON, can only operate at minimum
80% of its maximum cooling capacity, each hot water generator and each cooling tower can operate
at 50% or more of the respective maximum capacities, while the dump HX can operate at any load
when ON. These restrictions require enforcing logical constraints and making binary decisions for
each of these units whether to keep a unit ON or OFF, thus resulting in a mixed-integer formulation
for the central plant operations.
The central HVAC plant meets the chilled water load (Lcwt ) of the university campus by producing
chilled water from the chiller subplant (Pcs,t), the HR chiller subplant (Phrc,t), and the discharge from
chilled water storage (Pcw,t), where, within the chiller subplant, nth unit produces pn,cs,t chilled water,
and within the HR chiller subplant, nth unit produces pn,hrc,t chilled water. The hot water production
from the HR chiller subplant (αhhrcPhrc,t), the hot water generators (Phwg,t), and the discharge from
the hot water storage (Phw,t) meets the hot water load (Lhwt ) of the campus, where nth HR chiller
unit produces αhhrcpn,hrc,t hot water, and n
th hot water generator unit produces pn,hwg,t hot water.
The excess hot water (Phx,t) in the system is recycled by dump heat exchanger (HX) by cooling it
and producing condenser water which is cooled further by the cooling towers together with the
condenser water produced by the chiller and HR chiller subplants (total Pct,t condenser water is
cooled by the towers, where pn,ct,t is cooled by nth tower). The binary control decisions for the system
include the ON/OFF decisions for each of the chiller units, HR chiller units, hot water generators, and
cooling towers. The continuous control decisions are the operating loads of all units, which include
the chilled water production by each chiller and HR chiller unit (when ON), hot water production
by each hot water generator (when ON), the cooling load of each cooling tower (when ON), the heat
exchange load of the dump HX, and discharge rates from the two storage tanks.
The HVAC plant operations are driven by time-varying disturbances, which are given by the
campus loads for electricity (Let ), chilled water (Lcwt ), and hot water (Lhwt ), and by the electricity
prices (piet ). In this work, we assume perfect knowledge of these disturbances.
3.2 Mixed-Integer MPC Formulation
The mixed-integer MPC formulation uses the disturbance forecasts for Let , Lcwt , Lhwt , and piet to find
the control and state policy that minimizes the total cost over an N -hour prediction horizon, with the
time sets T := {0, . . . , N} and T¯ := T \ {N}, by solving the following mixed-integer linear program:
min
∑
t∈T¯
 ∑
j={e,w,ng}
pijt r
j
t − pietLet +
∑
j∈{cw,hw}
ρjUj,t
 . (3.11a)
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s.t. Yn,j,t ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {cs, hrc, hwg, ct, hx}, n ∈ {1, . . . , Nj}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11b)
βjpjYn,j,t ≤ pn,j,t ≤ pjYn,j,t, j ∈ {cs, hrc, hwg, ct, hx}, n ∈ {1, . . . , Nj}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11c)
Pj,t =
Nj∑
n=1
pn,j,t, j ∈ {cs, hrc, hwg, ct, hx}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11d)
ret =
∑
j∈{cs,hrc,hwg,ct}
αejPj,t + L
e
t , t ∈ T¯ (3.11e)
rjt = α
j
ij
Pij ,t, j ∈ {w, ng}, iw = ct, ing = hwg, t ∈ T¯ (3.11f)
Pct,t = α
cond
cs Pcs,t + Phx,t, t ∈ T¯ (3.11g)
Pcs,t + Phrc,t + Pcw,t + Ucw,t = L
cw
t , t ∈ T¯ (3.11h)
αhhrcPhrc,t + Phwg,t − Phx,t + Phw,t + Uhw,t = Lhwt , t ∈ T¯ (3.11i)
Ej,t+1 = Ej,t − Pj,t, j ∈ {cw, hw}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11j)
0 ≤ Ej,t ≤ Ej,t, j ∈ {cw, hw}, t ∈ T (3.11k)
P j ≤ Pj,t ≤ P j , j ∈ {cw, hw}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11l)
Uj,t ≥ 0, j ∈ {cw, hw}, t ∈ T¯ (3.11m)
Here, the binary variables Yn,j,t in (3.11b) are used to introduce the logical ON/OFF decisions for
each of the chiller, HR chiller, hot water generator, cooling tower, and dump HX units, and con-
straints (3.11c) provide the operating bounds of each of these units when ON. Constraints (3.11d)
define the total operating loads of the chiller subplant, HR chiller subplant, hot water generators,
cooling towers, and dump HX, respectively. The constraints (3.11e)-(3.11f) compute the demands of
electricity, water, and natural gas (ret , rwt , r
ng
t ) that need to be purchased from the utility companies.
Constraints (3.11g) impose the energy balance for the condenser water. Constraints (3.11h) and (3.11i)
ensure that the chilled and hot water loads are met. Slack variables Uj,k, j ∈ {cw, hw} for unmet loads
for chilled and hot water ensure that the problem remains feasible under unmet (under-production)
chilled water or hot water demands. The slack variables for unmet loads are penalized in the objec-
tive function with a large penalty coefficient ρj , j ∈ {cw, hw}. We will see that demand satisfaction
violations can be encountered when the MPC controller does not have a sufficiently long horizon and
thus the use of future information (in the form of cost-to-go functions) can help mitigate these issues.
The dynamics of the state-of-charge (SOC) for chilled and hot water storage tanks are given by
constraints (3.11j). Constraints (3.11k)-(3.11m) provide bounds on the states, discharge rates from
storage tanks, and slack variables for unmet loads. The lower bounds for the discharge rates of
chilled water and hot water storage units correspond to the maximum charging rates, which are
negative of the maximum discharging rates (i.e, P j = −P j , j ∈ {cw, hw}). The objective function
includes cost components for each of the electricity, water, natural gas purchase from the utility, and
penalty for the slack variables. We subtract the cost of the baseline electricity load of the campus,
pietL
e
t from the objective because it is a constant value.
Figures 2-5 show historical data for the campus electrical load, hot water load, chilled water load,
and the electricity prices for the entire year. The vertical red lines in these figures represent monthly
periods. In this work, we use these data as the available forecasts of the disturbances in the MPC
12
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formulation.
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Figure 2: Historical electrical load of the campus. Red vertical lines denote end of each month.
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Figure 3: Historical hot water load of the campus. Red vertical lines denote end of each month.
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Figure 4: Historical chilled water load of the campus. Red vertical lines denote end of each month.
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Figure 5: Historical electricity price data. Red vertical lines denote end of each month.
3.3 Results
We now present computational results for the mixed-integer MPC problem (3.11). We first use the
DDIP scheme to solve the LP relaxation of this problem that represents the problem with zero min-
imum capacity of all units and show that the scheme obtains the optimal solution within an op-
timality gap of 0.01%. We then present results for the mixed-integer MPC with different horizon
lengths and show that the DDIP scheme provides high-quality solutions within optimality gaps of
0.1%. The DDIP schemes are implemented in Julia and leverage the algebraic modeling capabili-
ties of JuMP [37]. The stage-wise optimization subproblems in the forward and backward sweeps are
solved using Gurobi 9.0. We also use Gurobi to solve the entire MPC problem (extensive form)
and with this compare performance with the DDIP scheme. The algorithms were run on a 32-core
machine with Ubuntu 14.04, Intel Xeon 2.30 GHz processors, and 188 GB RAM.
3.3.1 Zero Minimum Capacity (Continuous) MPC Problem
We solve the MPC problem with zero minimum capacity of all units which is the LP relaxation of
(3.11) defined over a time horizon with 168 timesteps (1 week with 1 hr resolution). The problem is
an LP with 9,412 variables and 9,243 linear constraints. We implement the multiscale DDIP scheme
with 84 stages and 2 internal timesteps within each stage. Figures 6-7 summarize the results. The
top and bottom panels in Figure 6 show that the DDIP scheme obtains the optimal solution (within
an optimality gap of 0.01%) in 123 iterations. A total CPU time of 9.7s is required to achieve the
stopping criteria (gap of 0.01%). We note that the extensive form of this LP problem is not compu-
tationally challenging and can be solved quite easily with the off-the-shelf solver Gurobi in 0.03s.
As such, these results only seek to highlight that the DDIP scheme is consistent. The objective value
obtained by DDIP solution ($66,788.51) is close to the optimal objective ($66,788.12). From Figures 6
we also see that the upper bound converges quickly to the optimal solution but the lower bound has
slow convergence. We also see that the scheme consistently reduces the optimality gap (the relative
difference between upper and lower bounds).
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Figure 6: Top: Evolution of upper and lower bounds over iterations for 168-hour horizon, continuous
MPC; red curve represents the evolution of the upper bound and blue curve represents the evolution
of the lower bound; green line represents the optimal objective value. Bottom: Evolution of the
percentage optimality gap over iterations for 168-hour horizon, continuous MPC.
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Figure 7: Comparison of DDIP and optimal solution of the SOC evolution for chilled water tank
(top) and hot water tank (bottom) for 168-hour horizon, continuous MPC. Blue curve represents
the solution from the DDIP scheme; red curve represents the optimal solution; dotted-black curve
represents the solution obtained at the first iteration of DDIP.
Figure 7 provides a comparison of the optimal solution and the final solution of the DDIP scheme
for the SOC evolution of the chilled water and hot water storage tanks. It can be observed that the
DDIP scheme obtains a close-to-optimal evolution of the states. The state evolution obtained at the
first iteration of the DDIP scheme is also shown here as a dotted black curve. Here, we recall that the
first iteration does not use cost-to-information and thus corresponds to a receding horizon scheme
that neglects future information. It can be observed that the state evolution at the first DDIP iteration
is far from the optimal evolution, indicating that considering future information is important. The
cutting plane information collected over the DDIP iterations close the optimality gap by using future
information, bringing the state evolution closer to the optimal evolution.
3.3.2 Short-Horizon Mixed-Integer MPC Problem
We now use DDIP to solve a small mixed-integer MPC problem with a horizon comprising 168
timesteps. This is an MILP with 9,412 variables (including 3,360 binary variables) and 9,243 linear
16
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constraints. We implement the multiscale DDIP scheme using 84 stages (2 internal timesteps within
each stage) and stop the algorithm when a 0.1% gap between lower and upper bounds is reached.
Figures 8-9 summarize the results. The top and bottom panels in Figure 8 show that the DDIP
scheme reaches the desired gap in approximately 80 iterations and 24s of CPU time. The solution
time of DDIP is ten times larger than the solution time of Gurobi (2s); this shows that temporal de-
composition does not pay off in this small problem. This also highlights that off-the-shelf solvers are
highly efficient. The objective value obtained by DDIP ($66,340.64) deviates from the optimal objec-
tive ($66,791.86), this gives an optimality gap 0.89%. We also highlight that the DDIP scheme closes
the optimality gap to approximately 2.67% in just a couple of iterations, and it takes the remaining
time to close the gap within the stopping criteria. This indicates that high-quality information about
the future can be quickly obtained with a few backward sweeps.
Figure 9 provides a comparison of the optimal solution and the final solution from the DDIP
scheme for the SOC evolution of the chilled water and hot water tanks. It can be observed that
the DDIP scheme obtains a similar to the evolution of the states of charge but larger deviations are
obtained (compared to the LP case). Deviations from the optimal solution are attributed to the larger
gap observed (which is small but trigger deviations in the optimal policy). The dotted black curve
shows that the solution obtained at the first iteration of the DDIP scheme; we see that this policy
is far from the optimal state evolution. Another potential reason for the observed deviation is that
the mixed-integer MPC problem is degenerate (it contains multiple solutions with the same objective
value). In Figure 10 we show that, for the same optimal objective value of $67,340, there are at least
two distinct SOC evolutions for the hot water and chilled water tanks. These solutions are obtained
with Gurobi using no-good cuts. It is thus possible that the DDIP algorithm stops at a solution that
has a different state evolution than the optimal solution obtained by Gurobi (although having close
objective values).
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Figure 8: Top: Evolution of DDIP upper and lower bounds for 168-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC;
red curve represents the evolution of the upper bound and blue curve represents the evolution of the
lower bound; green line represents the optimal objective value. Bottom: Evolution of optimality gap
for 168-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC.
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Figure 9: Comparison of SOC evolution for chilled water tank (top) and hot water tank (bottom) for
168-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC problem. Blue curve represents the solution from the DDIP
scheme; red curve represents the optimal solution; dotted-black curve represents the solution ob-
tained at the first iteration of DDIP.
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Figure 10: Alternative solutions for the SOC evolution of chilled water tank (top) and hot water tank
(bottom) achieving the same optimal objective value of $67,340.64 for the 168-hour horizon, mixed-
integer MPC problem. Both solutions are obtained with Gurobi.
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3.3.3 Long-Horizon Mixed-Integer MPC Problem
To analyze the scalability of the DDIP scheme, we solve the mixed-integer MPC problem for the
central HVAC plant over horizons spanning 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, and 20 weeks (all with 1-hour resolutions).
The largest problem solved contains 20× 168 = 3, 360 hourly timesteps. The results are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2. For all problems, we implement the multiscale DDIP scheme with the same number
stages (84) and vary the number of inner timesteps.
In Table 1 we can see that the first iteration of the DDIP scheme delivers an optimality gap (best
upper bound of DDIP relative to the optimal solution obtained with Gurobi) of 5% (except for the
large problem). This indicates that, for the small problems, the value of future information is rel-
atively small and thus the receding horizon policy provides a good approximation. For the large
problem, however, we see that the first iteration has an optimality gap of over 4000%. This is because
the receding horizon policy induces infeasibility in satisfying the demands (which are heavily penal-
ized). This indicates that, in this case, the value of future information is significant. In this problem,
we also see that after 3 iterations, the DDIP scheme reduces the optimality gap to less than 5%; this
indicates that cutting planes are effective at removing the infeasibility. Figure 11 shows the evolution
of the upper and lower bounds of the DDIP iterations for this problem. The huge reduction in the
upper bound in the first 3 iterations can be clearly observed and shows that infeasibility is removed
in the initial phase of the DDIP iterations.
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Figure 11: Evolution of DDIP upper and lower bounds for 3360-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC;
showing in red curve represents the evolution of the upper bound and blue curve represents the
evolution of the lower bound; green line represents the optimal objective value.
Table 2 provides a comparison of the solutions obtained from Gurobi and the multiscale DDIP
scheme along with the computational times. We observe that, for smaller-sized problems with hori-
zons of up to 5 weeks, the DDIP scheme requires more time than Gurobi. However, DDIP outper-
forms Gurobi for problems with 8 weeks and more. Specifically, we highlight that, for the 20-week
long horizon problem, Gurobi requires a CPU time of approximately 7 hours (420 min), while the
DDIP scheme solves the problem in 11 min within an optimality gap of 0.14%. This represents a
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reduction in computational time of 97%. We also observe that the number of iterations required to
achieve the stopping criteria below 0.1% gap (between upper and lower bounds) is consistently less
than 100. As a result, the time required to achieve convergence scales close to linearly with the hori-
zon length. For example, for the 2-week problem, DDIP requires half the solution time of the 4-week
problem. The solution time for the 20-week problem is 27 times the solution time of 1-week problem.
This highlights the desirable scalability properties of DDIP. From Table 2 we also highlight that the
largest problem solved contains 188,164 variables (67,200 of these are binary) and 184,803 constraints.
From this table, we can also see the fast explosion in the computational time of Gurobi as we increase
the horizon length. This is the result of an increasingly large combinatorial space.
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Table 1: Summary of solutions obtained by Gurobi and initial iterations of DDIP for the mixed-
integer MPC problem.
Problem
Gurobi DDIP
Optimal
Objective ($)
Iteration UB ($)
% Optimality Gap
|UB − opt. obj.|
Horizon: 168
Internal timesteps: 2
Stages: 84
66,792
1 70,742 5.91%
2 68,576 2.67%
3 68,575 2.67%
Best 67,341 0.89%
Horizon: 2× 168
Internal timesteps: 4
Stages: 84
120,335
1 127,848 6.24%
2 123,788 2.87%
3 123,271 2.44%
Best 121,350 0.84%
Horizon: 4× 168
Internal timesteps: 8
Stages: 84
256,062
1 269,252 5.15%
2 259,307 1.27%
3 259,307 1.27%
Best 256,899 0.33%
Horizon: 5× 168
Internal timesteps: 10
Stages: 84
302,842
1 315,963 4.33%
2 312,246 3.11%
3 308,412 1.84%
Best 304,167 0.44%
Horizon: 8× 168
Internal timesteps: 16
Stages: 84
414,919
1 434,402 4.70%
2 434,402 4.70%
3 429,337 3.47%
Best 416,265 0.32%
Horizon: 10× 168
Internal timesteps: 20
Stages: 84
484,720
1 507,866 4.78%
2 507,866 4.78%
3 499,579 3.07%
Best 485,823 0.23%
Horizon: 20× 168
Internal timesteps: 40
Stages: 84
881,432
1 36,598,168 4052.13%
2 5,883,037 567.44%
3 923,617 4.78%
Best 882,668 0.14%
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Table 2: Comparison of solutions and computational times of Gurobi and DDIP scheme.
Horizon
Problem Size Gurobi DDIP
(Hours)
Total
Variables
Binary
Variables
Constraints
Optimal
Objective ($)
Solution
Time
Best
UB ($)
LB ($)
% Gap
|UB − LB|
% Optimality Gap
|UB − opt. obj.| Iterations
Solution
Time
168 9,412 3,360 9,243 66,791.86 2 s 67,340.64 67,302.76 0.056% 0.89% 82 24 s
2× 168 18,820 6,720 18,483 120,335.40 6 s 121,244.65 121,349.54 0.086% 0.842% 86 37 s
4× 168 37,636 13,440 36,963 256,061.58 11 s 256,898.63 256,696.45 0.079% 0.327% 87 59 s
5× 168 47,044 16,800 46,203 302,842.43 23 s 304,166.82 304,065.33 0.033% 0.437% 89 80 s
8× 168 75,268 26,880 73,923 414,918.85 338 s 416,265.25 416,139.85 0.030% 0.324% 92 138 s
10× 168 94,084 33,600 92,403 484,720.26 807 s 485,823.25 485,350.15 0.097% 0.227% 92 195 s
20× 168 188,164 67,200 184,803 881,431.81 25,061 s 882,668.36 882,641.60 0.003% 0.14% 99 662 s
We further analyzed the performance of the multiscale DDIP scheme for a large mixed-integer
MPC problem with 8-week (1344 timesteps). The full MILP problem contains 75,268 variables (26,880
binary variables) and 73,923 linear constraints. The top and bottom panels in Figure 12-13 present
the results for this problem. From the top and bottom panels in Figure 12, we see that the DDIP
scheme achieves an optimality gap within the stopping criteria after 90 iterations. It requires a CPU
time of 138s to achieve the stopping criteria of below 0.1% gap, while Gurobi requires more than
300s to obtain the optimal solution. Thus the solution time by the multiscale DDIP scheme for the
8-week problem is less than 8 times that of the 1-week problem, which exhibits the scalability of the
multiscale DDIP scheme. The final objective value obtained by the DDIP scheme is within a gap
of 0.324% from the optimal objective value. Since the multiscale DDIP scheme needs to solve small
single-stage problems in every iteration, the algorithm easily scales to longer horizons. Figure 13
compares an optimal solution obtained with Gurobi and the final solution of the DDIP scheme for
the SOC evolution of the chilled water and hot water tanks. It can be observed that the solution of
the DDIP scheme follows the overall features of the optimal solution (which some high-frequency
deviations). Here we also compare against the evolution after the first DDIP iteration; from here we
see that the policy of the receding horizon scheme does not follow the general features of the policy.
This, again, highlights the value of future information.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a dual dynamic integer programming (DDIP) scheme for solving multiscale mixed-
integer MPC problems. The scheme uses a cutting-plane information collected over forward and
backward sweeps along the time horizon to adaptively construct and refine cost-to-go functions. We
show that the approach can handle general MPC formulations and that it can dramatically outper-
form state-of-the-art solvers. Future work will focus on the implementation of the proposed scheme
for stochastic mixed-integer MPC applications with uncertainties evolving over long time horizons
and/or fine time resolutions. We are also interested in exploring more general schemes that use
parallelization and that use adaptive time discretizations.
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Figure 12: Top: Evolution of upper and lower bounds over iterations for 1344-hour horizon, mixed-
integer MPC; red curve represents the evolution of the upper bound and blue curve represents the
evolution of the lower bound; green line represents the optimal objective value. Bottom: Evolution
of the percentage optimality gap over iterations for 1344-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC.
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Figure 13: Comparison of DDIP and optimal solution of the SOC evolution for chilled water tank
(top) and hot water tank (bottom) for 840-hour horizon, mixed-integer MPC. Blue curve represents
the solution from the DDIP scheme; red curve represents the optimal solution; dotted-black curve
represents the solution obtained at the first iteration of DDIP.
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APPENDIX
A Nomenclature
Sets and indices:
• T := {0, 1, . . . , N}: Prediction horizon time set for the state evolution, whereN is the prediction
horizon length.
• T¯ := {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}: Prediction horizon time set for the control trajectory, where N is the
prediction horizon length.
• t: Time instant index.
Model Parameters and Data:
• piet ∈ R+: Electricity price [$/kWh] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• piwt ∈ R+: Price of water [$/gal] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• pingt ∈ R+: Price of natural gas [$/kWh] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• αecs ∈ R+: kW of electricity used by each chiller unit per kW chilled water produced [-].
• αehrc ∈ R+: kW of electricity used by each HR chiller unit per kW chilled water produced [-].
• αehwg ∈ R+: kW of electricity used by each hot water generator per kW hot water produced [-].
• αect ∈ R+: kW of electricity used by each cooling tower per kW condenser water input [-].
• αwct ∈ R+: Gallons of water used by each cooling tower per kW condenser water input [-].
• αnghwg ∈ R+: kW of natural gas used by each hot water generator per kW hot water produced
[-].
• αcondcs ∈ R+: kW of condenser water produced by each chiller unit per kW chilled water pro-
duced [-].
• αhhrc ∈ R+: kW of hot water produced by each HR chiller unit per kW chilled water produced
[-].
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• ρcw ∈ R+: Penalty for unmet chilled water load [$/kWh].
• ρhw ∈ R+: Penalty for unmet hot water load [$/kWh].
• βcs ∈ [0, 1] = 0.5: Minimum operating load (fraction of maximum capacity) of each chiller unit
when ON.
• βhrc ∈ [0, 1] = 0.8: Minimum operating load (fraction of maximum capacity) of each HR chiller
unit when ON.
• βhwg ∈ [0, 1] = 0.5: Minimum operating load (fraction of maximum capacity) of each hot water
generator when ON.
• βct ∈ [0, 1] = 0.5: Minimum operating load (fraction of maximum capacity) of each cooling
tower when ON.
• βcs ∈ [0, 1] = 0: Minimum operating load (fraction of maximum capacity) of dump heat ex-
changer when ON.
• Let ∈ R+: Electrical load of campus [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Lcwt ∈ R+: Chilled water load [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Lhwt ∈ R+: Hot water load [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Ecw ∈ R+: Energy storage capacity of chilled water energy storage [kWh].
• Ehw ∈ R+: Energy storage capacity of hot water energy storage [kWh].
• pcs ∈ R+: Maximum load of each chiller unit [kW].
• phrc ∈ R+: Maximum load of each heat recovery (HR) chiller unit [kW].
• phwg ∈ R+: Maximum load of each hot water generator [kW].
• pct ∈ R+: Maximum load of each cooling tower [kW].
• P cw ∈ R+: Maximum discharging rate of chilled water energy storage [kW].
• P hw ∈ R+: Maximum discharging rate of hot water energy storage [kW].
Controls:
• Yn,cs,t ∈ {0, 1}: Binary variable for nth chiller unit: ON if 1, OFF if 0 over the time interval
[t, (t+ 1)].
• Yn,hrc,t ∈ {0, 1}: Binary variable for nth heat recovery (HR) chiller unit: ON if 1, OFF if 0 over
the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Yn,hwg,t ∈ {0, 1}: Binary variable for nth hot water generator: ON if 1, OFF if 0 over the time
interval [t, (t+ 1)].
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• Yn,ct,t ∈ {0, 1}: Binary variable for nth cooling tower: ON if 1, OFF if 0 over the time interval
[t, (t+ 1)].
• Yn,hx,t ∈ {0, 1}: Binary variable for nth dump heat exchanger (HX) unit: ON if 1, OFF if 0 over
the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• pn,cs,t ∈ R+: Amount of chilled water produced by nth chiller unit [kW] over the time interval
[t, (t+ 1)].
• pn,hrc,t ∈ R+: Amount of chilled water produced by nth heat recovery (HR) chiller unit [kW]
over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• pn,hwg,t ∈ R+: Amount of hot water produced by nth hot water generator [kW] over the time
interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• pn,ct,t ∈ R+: Amount of condenser water input to the nth cooling tower [kW] over the time
interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• pn,hx,t ∈ R+: Amount of hot water input to the nth dump heat exchanger (HX) [kW] over the
time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Pcs,t ∈ R+: Total amount of chilled water produced by chiller subplant (4 chiller units) [kW]
over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Phrc,t ∈ R+: Total amount of chilled water produced by heat recovery (HR) chiller subplant (3
HR chiller units) [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Phwg,t ∈ R+: Total amount of hot water produced by 3 hot water generators [kW] over the time
interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Phx,t ∈ R+: Total amount of hot water input to the dump heat exchanger (HX) [kW] over the
time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Pcw,t ∈ R: Net charge/discharge rate [kW] of the chilled water energy storage over the time
interval [t, (t+ 1)]. If Pcw,t > 0, the chilled water is being discharged and if Pcw,t < 0 the chilled
water is being charged.
• Phw,t ∈ R: Net charge/discharge rate [kW] of the hot water energy storage over the time inter-
val [t, (t + 1)]. If Phw,t > 0, the hot water is being discharged and if Phw,t < 0 the hot water is
being charged.
• ret ∈ R: Residual electrical load [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• rwt ∈ R: Residual water demand [gal/h] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• rngt ∈ R: Residual natural gas demand [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
• Ucw,t ∈ R: Slack variable for unmet chilled water load [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
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• Uhw,t ∈ R: Slack variable for unmet hot water load [kW] over the time interval [t, (t+ 1)].
States:
• Ecw,t ∈ R+: Energy level of the chilled water energy storage [kWh] at time t.
• Ehw,t ∈ R+: Energy level of the hot water energy storage [kWh] at time t.
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